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1. System Requirements 

Please note that the RSO distance tool is not compatible with iOS Mac. 

1.1. Read & Write access 

The RSO distance tool must be installed in a folder for which you have “read & write access” 
permission. Indeed, for the RSO distance tool to work properly, it needs to access a file called 
“rso40.db” which cannot be located in a read-only folder. 

If, during installation, you receive the message “SQLSTATE = 08001” please adapt the 
security permissions on the « RSO Distance Tool » folder (by default : "C:\Program 
Files\Eurocontrol\RSO Distance Tool") to give modify option to the windows group users. 

1.2. ODBC software 

Prerequisite for the installation of the Distance Tool is the availability of the ODBC 
functionality. If, during installation, you receive the message “DBMS ODBC is not supported in 
current installation” please install first the ODBC software. 

1.3. Integration of Ukraine 

The Central Route Charges Office (CRCO) of EUROCONTOL started invoicing route charges on 
behalf of Ukraine for flights performed as of 1st November 2021. 

If you receive the error “SQLSTATE = S1000”, please follow the steps below: 

1. open RSO Distance Tool 4.0; 

2. click on "List Unit Rates"  

 

3. Click on "Insert" 

 

4. Enter the new zone as follows: 
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5. Click OK to close the "Charge area" popup. 

6. The new zone should appear in the list of Unit Rates (without a Unit Rate value). 

7. Click on "Save" 

 

8. Now import the unit rate file as usual 
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2. Installing the RSO Distance Tool 

After download, un-zip the archive file. Run the Setup programme located in the root directory 
of the path selected for decompression. 

During the installation, check the option box 'Use folder names' in the 'Extract' dialog box. If 
you need more detailed installation instructions, please refer to the info.txt file. 

Please note that for the installation you need to have Administrator rights on your PC, or right 
click and “Run as administrator”. 

The user login and password is predefined and does not need to be changed. 
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3. Getting started 

Before making any calculation, the following documents need to be updated to ensure correct 
results. 

3.1. ATC Points 

In the RSO distance tool, click on the menu “ATC Points” and select “Import ATC Points”. The 
latest version can be found on our website: 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-air-traffic-
control-atc-points 

3.2. Unit rates 

In the RSO distance tool, click on the menu “Unit Rates” and select “Import Unit Rates”. The 
latest txt version can be found on our website, under “Key documents”  “Adjusted unit 
rates”. 

3.3. CRCO Charge Areas Boundaries 

In order to ensure that the tool uses the latest area boundaries download the below file 
“Charge Area Boundary Model.txt”, copy and replace it in C:\Program Files\Eurocontrol\RSO 
Distance Tool\4.0 folder. The latest version can be found on our website: 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-area-
boundary-model 

 

4. Calculating a route 

Click on menu “Route” and select “New Route”. 

4.1. ADEP & ADES 

Fill in an “Aerodrome or Departure” as well as an “Aerodrome of Arrival” and give your route 
a Reference name. 

 

  

https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-air-traffic-control-atc-points
https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-air-traffic-control-atc-points
https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-area-boundary-model
https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/route-state-overflown-rso-distance-tool-area-boundary-model
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4.2. ATC points 

Add as many ATC points as you wish by clicking on this icon. 

 

Delete any empty row by clicking on this icon: 

 

4.3. Save 

You can then save your route by clicking on this icon: 

 

And finally calculate the charges by clicking on this icon: 

 

4.4. Applicable MTOW 

In the next window, you will be able to fill in the date of flight and the aircraft weight, which 
will provide you with the requested estimate. 
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4.5. Print 

By clicking on this icon, a detailed breakdown of the estimation will be generated: 
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